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Introduction
Ischemic stroke (IS) is caused by the focal occlusion (stenosis) of 

1 or a lot of intracranial arteries or the occlusion of the extra cranial 
artery. It accounts for eighty fifth of strokes. And presents with a spread 
of clinical symptoms as well as palsy, facial disfunction, aphasia, or 
psychological feature impairment. Neurological diseases, in which IS 
accounts for42.2%, square measure the second leading explanation 
for death within the world. In fact,  a leading explanation for patient 
death in China and causes a significant social burden as its occurrence 
will still increase with the aging population and therefore the lack of 
attention centered on insecure factors. Currently, the clinical treatment 
of IS includes endogenous pharmaceutical and intravascular medical 
care, medicament, antiplatelet aggregation, and hypoglycemic and 
lipid-lowering management treatments. though the death rate is 
considerably reduced by the on top of treatments, the incapacity and 
repeat rate of IS square measure still high[1].

There square measure rich seasoning medication resources and 
genuine experiences for malady treatment in China, that function 
additional treatments of is one ancient Chinese medication (TCM) 
prescription may be a combination of many herbs[2]. Herbs will play 
differing roles within the composition of prescriptions, that square 
measure divided into monarch (main drug), minister (secondary 
drug), assistant (supplementary drug), and guide (guiding drug) with 
all elements working on multiple targets for multi-level treatment. 
Wendan stewing (WDD) was initial recorded in “Qianjin Yaofang,” a 
representative TCM preparation for the treatment of is employed since 
the Tang dynasty and still utilized in clinical applications these days. 
It contains eight Chinese herbs:Poriacocos, Pinelliaternata, Fructus 
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Abstract
We investigated the medicine mechanism of we have a tendency tondanDecoction (WDD) in treating ischemic 

stroke (IS)using network material medical and molecular arrival strategies. The organic phenomenon Omnibus 
database was searched with “stroke” as keyword, species as“Homosapiens,” andGeneChip information was 
used to establish, screen, and analyze the differentially expressed genes of IS.The potential active elements and 
connected WDD target proteins were screened from the normal Chinese medication systems material medical 
information. Cytoscape (3.8.2) was accustomed construct the drug-disease-target restrictive network, and 
Biogenetic and therefore the Cyto NCA plug-in were accustomed construct the protein-protein interaction (PPI). 
Sequence metaphysics and therefore the urban center reference of Genes and Genome enrichments analyses 
were performed and Auto Dock was used for molecular arrival verification.

181 active compounds in WDD produced 2497 total targets; of which 8 were linked  targets. PPI network 
showed that JUN, NFKBIA, FOS, and CDKN1A have high sequence node degree values, with JUN exhibiting 
the largest price. This suggested that JUN perhaps major potential target for WDD treatment of IS. Enrichment 
analysis showed that WDD core targets were concerned within the IL-17 and tumor necrosis factor signal pathway, 
lipide and arteriosclerosis, NF kappa B, toll-like receiver, and nod-like receiver signal pathways. Configuration 
analysis showed that the key elements of WDD were luteolin, naringin, ligustrazine, beta sit sterol, quercetin, and 
stigmasterol; eachplayed a key role and should serve ascore compounds for treatingIS. Molecular arrival results 
showed that the active elements in WDD bind well with key targets.

Our results counsel that varied active elements of WDD play a therapeutic role in IS by regulation multiple targets 
like JUN, NFKBIA, FOS, and CDKN1A in multiple channels like inflammation, immunity, and lipide metabolism.

Aurantii, licorice, citrus, ginger, jujube, and bamboo shavings, and is 
according to own a beneficial therapeutic impact on palsy, depression, 
dementia, and other symptoms of IS. However, the mechanism of 
WDD within the treatment ofISremainsunclear, and systematic 
analysis is still lacking [3].

Network material medical is a replacement methodology 
combining biology, pharmacology, bioinformatics, and engineering 
[4]. It can systematically analyzemulti-component and multi-target 
prescription mechanisms of TCM at the network leveland is in line 
with antecedently according multi-component, multi-target, and 
multi-channel TCM characteristics. during this study, network 
material medical and bioinformatics techniques we have a tendency 
tore accustomed predict the core targets of WDD treatment for IS; we 
analyzed the doable molecular pathways and conduct molecular arrival 
analysis to reveal the mechanism of WDD in IS treatment and supply 
proof for its use in medicine experiments and clinical applications[5].
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Materials and Methods
Visualization of disease-drug-main component-target 
network

The intersection of drug active elements of WDD, drug target 
genes, and DEGs of IS was obtained by Perl, and therefore the effective 
action targets of WDD in IS were expected [6]. Cytoscape three.8.2 
computer code was accustomed construct the network diagram of the 
active ingredients and intersection targets.

PPI construction and core target screening

A protein-protein interaction network (PPI) between WDD and IS 
was created victimization the Biso genet plug-in in Cytoscape three.8.2. 
The topology analysis was performed victimization the Cyto NCA plug-
in in Cytoscape, and therefore the prime three hundred intermediate 
position price (DC) and degree go-between position price (BC) > 600 
were designated for filtering to obtain the simplified core network [7].

Gene metaphysics and urban center reference of genes and 
genomes pathway enrichment analyses

The sequence metaphysics (GO) enrichment analysis of process 
(BP), cellular part (CC), and molecular perform (MF) classes was 
applied victimization the R packages ‘cluster Profiler’ and ‘enrich plot’ 
plug-in. The urban center reference of Genes and Genomes(KEGG) 
pathways analysis was applied at the same time, and therefore the 
threshold was set at P < zero.05. A bar graph was drawn to reveal the 
mechanistic action of WDD within the treatment of IS [8].

Molecular arrival verification

2D structures of drug core compounds were obtained from the Pub 
chem information so reworked into 3D structures victimization Chem 
office computer code. The 3D structure of the core target macromolecule 
of the malady was downloaded from the PDB information (based on 
the human protein), and therefore the water molecule and little matter 
molecule were removed via Pymol computer code. The Auto Dock 
computer code was accustomed determine molecular arrival [9]. Vina 
and Pymol computer code were accustomed map the results with the 
bottom separation energy between every target and pharmacophore.

Discussion
According to TCM theory IS belongs to the class of “stroke”, 

which may cause fulminant palsy, facial disfunction, aphasia, and 
psychological feature impairment. The pathological process is that 
the interaction of blood stasis, collateral circulation disorder, and 
phlegm stasis. WDD has the results of inhibiting inflammatory factors, 
medicinal drug, promoting blood circulation and anti-oxidation, and 
is usually utilized in the treatment of IS[10].

By analyzing the PPI network for WDD treatment of IS, we have a 
tendency to found that the core treatment targets were JUN, NFKBIA, 
FOS, and CDKN1A. These targets square measure concerned within 
the regulation of lipopolysaccharide response, inflammatory response, 
cell differentiation (myeloid cells, leukocytes), anionic transport, 
internal secretion response, reactive element metabolism, somatic cell 
cell death, and different biological processes. it’s been shown that WDD 
can effectively scale back brain injury and improve medical specialty 
perform when IS [11]. Luteolin, nobiletin, and quercetin, the active 
ingredients of TCM, have additionally been shown to exhibit associate 
degree anti-stroke impact in recent years. Studies have incontestable 
that luteolin can do neuro protective effects through inhibitor activity 

and aerophilous stress level reduction. Luteolin has been according to 
inhibit the lipopolysaccharide (LPS) response, the activation of JNK, 
P38, ERk, NF-κB, and STAT3, and therefore the inflammation elicited 
by the activation of astrocytes, microglia, and neurons to attain brain 
protection. In addition, luteolin is according to scale back the expression 
of genes related to cholesterol biogenesis, reducing infarction size and 
reperfusion injury, and fast motor and sensory recovery. Nobiletin 
reduced the degree of pro-inflammatory cytokines (IL-1β, TNF-α) and 
GFAP macromolecule and achieved neuro protective effects of anti-
neuro inflammation and anti-apoptosis through TLR, MAPK, and 
NF-signaling pathways. Nobiletin diminished the expression of GFAP 
positive cells and ciliary neurotropic issue [12]. The expression of 
Pentraxin three was regulated to rework the constitution of astrocytes, 
promote the proliferation of neuro blasts, and therefore the production 
of neuro differentiation factors toprotectneurons. Quercetin will suffer 
the barrier, has anti-oxidative stress effects, promotes autophagy, and 
contributes to the bar and treatment of IS. The results of the network 
material medical were in line with the clinical treatment direction of 
WDD. Thus, the key genes screened during this study square measure 
potential therapeutic targets for IS.
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